Let G{K be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space and let D be a K-invariant domain in G{K . In this paper we characterize several classes of K-invariant plurisubharmonic functions on D in terms of their restrictions to a slice intersecting all K-orbits. As applications we show that K-invariant plurisubharmonic functions on D are necessarily continuous and we reproduce the classification of Stein K-invariant domains in G{K obtained by E. Bedford and J. Dadok in [BeDa91]. P 8 pRq T ⋉Sr , (iv) P`pDq K and P`pRq T ⋉Sr .
Introduction
Let G{K be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of rank r. By the polydisk theorem (cf. [Wo72], p.280) the space G{K contains a closed subspace ∆ r , biholomorphic to an r-dimensional polydisk, with the property that G{K " K¨∆ r . If D is a K-invariant domain in G{K, one has D " K¨R, where R :" D X ∆ r is a Reinhardt domain in ∆ r . The polydisk ∆ r and R are invariant under the group T ⋉ S r , generated by rotations and coordinate permutations.
As the Reinhardt domain R intersects all K-orbits in D, it encodes all information on K-invariant objects in D. In this paper we focus on K-invariant plurisubharmonic functions on D. When D is Stein, we obtain the following characterization of the class P 8,`p Dq K of smooth, K-invariant, strictly plurisubharmonic functions on D : where f | R is the restriction of f to R. Such result is extended to wider classes of plurisubharmonic functions as follows. Let P 8 pDq K denote the class of smooth, K-invariant, plurisubharmonic functions and P`pDq K (resp. P pDq K ) the class of K-invariant, strictly plurisubharmonic (resp. plurisubharmonic) functions on D. One has (Thm. 4.13):
Theorem. The restriction map f Ñ f | R is a bijection between (i) P 8,`p Dq K and P 8,`p Rq T ⋉Sr , (ii) P pDq K and P pRq T ⋉Sr , (iii) P 8 pDq K and As a by-product (Cor. 4.8) we reproduce the classification of Stein Kinvariant domains in G{K obtained by Bedford and Dadok in [BeDa91] by a direct computation on some classical cases (see also [FeHu93] ).
Corollary. Let D be a K-invariant domain in G{K.
(i) If G{K is of tube type, then D is Stein if and only if R is Stein and connected. (ii) If G{K is not of tube type, then D is Stein if and only if R is Stein and complete. In particular R contains the origin and is connected.
Let g " k ' p be a Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g of G, let a be a maximal abelian subspace of p, with Weyl group W , and let G " K exp a K be the corresponding decomposition of G. Every K-invariant domain D in G{K is uniquely determined by a W -invariant domain D a in a by
Moreover, to every smooth K-invariant function f on D there corresponds a unique smooth W -invariant functionf on D a , defined bỹ f pHq :" f pexppHqKq , H P D a , (cf. [Fle78] , [Dad82] ). The proof of the above results is carried out as follows. As a first step we explicitly compute the Levi form of f in terms of the first and second derivatives off . This is achieved in Proposition 3.1 by means of a fine decomposition of the tangent bundle of D, induced by the restricted root decomposition of g (Rem. 2.3), and a simple pluripotential argument which enable us to maximally exploit the involved symmetries.
The Levi form computation leads to the key ingredient of our results. Namely, the following characterization of smooth K-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic functions on a Stein K-invariant domain D (Thm. 4.5):
f P P 8,`p Dq K if and only iff P LogConv 8,`p D a q W , where the latter class consists of smooth W -invariant functions on D a satisfying an appropriate differential positivity condition. We also show thatf belongs to LogConv 8,`p D a q W if and only if the corresponding T ⋉ S r -invariant function on R is strictly plurisubharmonic (Prop. 4.1). This fact, which may be of independent interest in the context of Reinhardt domains, implies (i) in the above theorem. When extending the above characterization to the non-smooth setting (Thm. 4.12), it turns out that K-invariant plurisubharmonic functions on D are necessarily continuous. Finally, in the appendix we explicitly determine a K-invariant potential of the Killing form on G{K (Prop. 5.1) and we observe that, up to an additive constant, it coincides with the logarithm of the Bergman kernel function.
We remark that our methods require no classification results, nor any distinction between classical and exceptional cases.
We wish to thank our colleague Stefano Trapani for several useful discussions and suggestions.
Preliminaries
Let g be a non-compact semisimple Lie algebra and let k be a maximal compact subalgebra of g . Let g " k ' p be the Cartan decomposition of g with respect to k, with Cartan involution θ. Let a be a maximal abelian subspace in p. The dimension r of a is by definition the rank of G{K. Let g " m ' a ' À αPΣ g α be the restricted root decomposition of g, where m is the centralizer of a in k, the joint eigenspace g α " tX P g | rH, Xs " αpHqX, for all H P au is the α-restricted root space and the restricted root system Σ consists of those α P a˚for which g α " t0u. Denote by Bp¨,¨q the Killing form of g, as well as its holomorphic extension to g C (which coincides with the Killing form of g C ). Denote by W the Weyl group of a, i.e. the quotient of the normalizer over the centralizer of a in K. In the Hermitian case W acts on a by signed permutations.
For α P Σ, consider the θ-stable space grαs :" g α ' g´α, and denote by krαs and prαs the projections of grαs along p and k, respectively. Let Σ`be a choice of positive roots in Σ. Then
are B-orthogonal decompositions of k and p, respectively. The next lemma is an easy exercise.
Lemma 2.1. Every element X in p decomposes in a unique way as
where X a P a and P α P prαs. The vector P α can be written uniquely as P α " X α´θ X α , where X α is the component of X in the root space g α . Moreover, rH, P α s " αpHqK α , where K α is the element in krαs uniquely defined by K α " X α`θ X α . The restricted root system of a Lie algebra g of Hermitian type is either of type C r (if G{K is of tube type) or of type BC r (if G{K is not of tube type), i.e. there exists a basis te 1 , . . . , e r u of a˚for which Σ`" t2e j , 1 ď j ď r, e k˘el , 1 ď k ă l ď ru, for type C r , Σ`" te j , 2e j , 1 ď j ď r, e k˘el , 1 ď k ă l ď ru, for type BC r . With the above choice of a positive system Σ`, the roots 2e 1 , . . . , 2e r form a maximal set of long strongly orthogonal positive restricted roots (i.e. such that 2e k˘2 e l R Σ, for k " l).
Denote by I 0 the G-invariant complex structure of G{K. For every j " 1, . . . , r, the root space g 2e j is one-dimensional. Choose generators E j P g 2e j such that the slp2q-triples tE j , θE j , A j :" rθE j , E j su are normalized as follows rA j , E j s " 2E j , for j " 1, . . . , r.
(2) We also assume that I 0 pE j´θ E j q " A j (see [GeIa13] , Def. 2.1). By the strong orthogonality of 2e 1 , . . . , 2e r , the vectors A 1 , . . . , A r form a B-orthogonal basis of a , dual to the basis e 1 , . . . , e r of a˚, and the associated slp2q-triples pairwise commute. For j " 1, . . . , r, define K j :" E j`θ E j and P j :" E j´θ E j .
(3)
On p -T eK G{K the complex structure I 0 coincides with the adjoint action of the element Z 0 P Zpkq given by
for some element S 0 in a Cartan subalgebra s of m. One has S 0 " 0 in the tube case (see [GeIa13] , Lem. 2.2). The complex structure I 0 permutes the blocks of the decomposition (1) of p (cf. [RoVe73] ), namely
In order to state the next result, we need to recall a few more facts. Let g C " h C ' À µP∆ g µ be the root decomposition of g C with respect to the maximally split Cartan subalgebra h " s ' a of g. Let σ be the conjugation of g C with respect to g. Let θ denote also the C-linear extension of θ to g C . One has θσ " σθ. Write Z :" σZ, for Z P g C . As σ and θ stabilize h, they induce actions on ∆, defined byλpHq :" λpHq and θλpHq :" λpθpHqq, for H P h, respectively. Fix a positive root system ∆`compatible with Σ`, meaning that λ| a " Repλq P Σ`implies λ P ∆`. Then σ∆`" ∆`.
The next lemma gives a more detailed description of the complex structure I 0 on p.
Lemma 2.2. paq For j " 1, . . . , r, let A j and P j be as in p2q and p3q. One has I 0 P j " A j and I 0 A j "´P j . pbq Let P " X´θX P pre j`el s, where X " Z µ`Z µ , with Z µ P g µ and µ P ∆ì s a root satisfying Repµq " e j`el . Ifμ " µ, we may assume Z µ " Z µ and set X " Z µ . Then I 0 P " Y´θY , where Y " rZ 0 , Xs " 1 2 rK j`K l , Xs P g e j´el ' g θpe j´el q . pcq Let P " X´θX P pre j s, where X " Z µ`Z µ , Z µ P g µ and µ is a root in ∆`satisfying Repµq " e j pas dim pre j s is even, necessarilyμ " µq. Then
Proof. (a) follows by definition from (2) and (3). Observe that Z 0 P Zpkq implies rZ 0 , Xs "´rZ 0 , θXs, for every X P g.
(b) By (4), (5) and the fact that rS 0 , g µ s Ă g µ , for every µ P ∆, the action of S 0 is necessarily trivial on pre j`el s. Moreover, if X P g e j`el , then rK i , X˘θXs " 0, for all i " j, l, implying that rZ 0 , X˘θXs " 1 2 rK j`K l , X˘θXs. Note that rK l , Z µ s P g λ and rK j , Z µ s P g θλ , where λ P ∆ is the root with real part e j´el and the same imaginary part as µ. Then, by equating terms in the same root spaces in (6), one obtains the relations which guarantee that Y " rZ 0 , Xs P g e j´el ' g θpe j´el q . Namely rK l , Z µ s "´rK j , θZ µ s P g λ rK l , Z µ s "´rK j , θZ µ s P gλ , rK j , Z µ s "´rK l , θZ µ s P g θλ rK j , Z µ s "´rK l , θZ µ s P g θλ .
(c) If X P g e j , then rK l , X˘θXs " 0, for all l " j, implying that rZ 0 , X˘θXs " r 1 2 K j`S 0 , X˘θXs. From (6) one obtains 1 2 rK j , Xs`rS 0 , Xs "´1 2 rK j , θXs´rS 0 , θXs, and, by equating terms in the same root spaces, one obtains the relations
which imply rZ 0 , X´θXs " 2p´rS 0 , θZ µ s´rS 0 , θZ µ s`rS 0 , Z µ s`rS 0 , Z µ sq.
As µpS 0 q ": iµ 0 P iR, the above expression becomes 2µ 0 ipZ µ´Z µ´θ pZ µ´Z µ qq.
From I 2 0 "´Id, one obtains µ 0 "˘1 2 . Depending on the value µ 0 , the pairs of roots µ,μ can be relabelled so that I 0 P , has the desired expression.
Remark 2.3. In view of Lemma 2.2, one can choose a I 0 -stable basis of p, compatible with the decomposition p1q. paq A basis of a' À j pr2e j s: take the elements A j , P j "´I 0 A j , for j " 1, . . . , r, normalized as in p2q and p3q; pbq A basis of pre j`el s ' pre j´el s: take 4-tuples of elements P, P 1 , I 0 P, I 0 P 1 , parametrized by the pairs of roots µ "μ P ∆`satisfying Repµq " e j`el pwith no repetitionq. More precisely, P " X´θX and P 1 " X 1´θ X 1 , where X " Z µ`Z µ , X 1 " ipZ µ´Z µ q, and Z µ is a root vector in g µ . For µ "μ, we may assume Z µ " Z µ . Then take the pair P, I 0 P .
pcq A basis of pre j s pnon-tube caseq: take pairs of elements P, I 0 P , parametrized by the pairs of roots µ "μ P ∆`satisfying Repµq " e j pwith no repetitionq. More precisely, P " X´θX, where X " Z µ`Z µ , and Z µ is a root vector in g µ .
Lemma 2.4. Let µ P ∆`be a root satisfying Repµq " e j`el and let Z µ a root vector in g µ . Let X " Z µ`Z µ P g e j`el and Y " rZ 0 , Xs. Then paq rY, Xs`θrY, Xs " r 1 K j`s 1 K l , for r 1 , s 1 P R; pbq rY, θXs`θrY, θXs " r 2 K j`s 2 K l , for r 2 , s 2 P R.
If µ " µ, let X 1 " ipZ µ´Z µ q and Y 1 " rZ 0 , X 1 s. Then pcq rY 1 , Xs`θrY 1 , Xs " rY 1 , θXs`θrY 1 , θXs " 0.
Let µ be a root in ∆`, with Repµq " e j pnon-tube caseq and let Z µ be a root vector in g µ . Let X " Z µ`Z µ and Y " rZ 0 , Xs " ipZ µ´Z µ q. Then pdq rY, Xs`θrY, Xs " tK j , for t P R, peq rY, θXs`θrY, θXs P m.
Proof. (a) By Lemma 2.2 (b), one has Y " 1 2 rK j`K l , Xs P g e j´el ' g θpe j´el q . Moreover rY, Xs " 1 2 rrθE j , Xs, Xs`1 2 rrθE l , Xs, Xs P g 2e l ' g 2e j . Since such roots spaces are 1-dimensional, then rY, Xs`θrY, Xs " r 1 K j`s 1 K l , for some r 1 s 1 P R.
(b) Similarly, rY, θXs " 1 2 rrθE j , Xs, θXs`1 2 rrθE l , Xs, θXs P g´2 e j ' g´2 e l , and rY, θXs`θrY, θXs " s 1 K j`s 2 K l , for some s 1 , s 2 P R.
The first and the fourth terms of the above expression sum up to zero: ifμ " µ, they are both zero because otherwise there would exist a root in ∆`with real part equal to 2e j and non-zero imaginary part; ifμ " µ, such terms are opposite to each other. The second and the third term sum up to zero by the Jacobi identity and the fact that rZ 0 , rZ µ , Z µ ss " 0. One has rY 1 , θXs " rrZ 0 , iZ µ´i Z µ s, θZ µ`θ Z µ s " irrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ s`irrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ s´irrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ s´irrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ s. The above expression is automatically zero, ifμ " µ. So let's assume that µ " µ. Arguing as in the previous case, one has that the sum of the first and the fourth terms is equal to zero. The second and the third terms sum up to 2ImprrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ sq. Then rY 1 , θXs`θrY 1 , θXs " 2ImprrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ s`θrrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ sq " " 2ImprrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ s`rrZ 0 , θZ µ s, Z µ sq.
(7) By the Jacobi identity rrZ 0 , θZ µ s, Z µ s " rrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ s`rZ 0 , rθZ µ , Z µ ss.
Observe that rZ µ , θZ µ s P a ' is and therefore rZ 0 , rθZ µ , Z µ ss P p. It follows that the expression in (7) reduces to 2ImprrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ s`rrZ 0 , Z µ s, θZ µ sq " 0, as desired. (d) Since rY, Xs P g 2e j rY, Xs`θrY, Xs " tK j , for some t P R.
(e) Since rY, Xs P g 0 , rY, Xs`θrY, Xs P m.
Next, we recall a fact which will be used to compute the Levi form of an arbitrary smooth K-invariant function on G{K. For X P k, denote by r X the vector field induced on G{K by the K-action r X z :" d dsˇs"0 exp sX¨z, z P G{K.
(8)
The above identity was proved in [HeSc07], Lemma 7.1. Indeed their argument needs not the plurisubharmonicity of f .
If the function f is strictly plurisubharmonic, then´dd c I 0 f is a K-invariant Kähler form and the map µ : G{K Ñ k˚, defined by
for X P k, is a moment map. It is referred to as the moment map associated with f .
We conclude the preliminaries with a lemma needed in the next section. Let ∆ be the unit disc in C. Consider the (T ⋉ S 2 )-action on ∆ 2 , where T " pS 1 q 2 acts by rotations and S 2 is the group of coordinate permutations. Let W R 2 " pZ 2 q ⋉ S 2 be the group acting on R 2 by signed permutations.
Lemma 2.5. Let f : ∆ 2 Ñ R be a smooth T ⋉ S 2 -invariant strictly plurisubharmonic function and let r, s be real numbers. Consider the W R 2 -invariant functionf : R 2 Ñ R given byf pa 1 , a 2 q " f ptanh a 1 , tanh a 2 q and define Gf pa 1 , a 2 q :"
Ba 1 pa 1 , a 2 q ą 0, for every a 1 ą 0, and B r f Ba 1 pa 1 , a 2 q ă 0, for every a 1 ă 0. In particular B r f Ba 1 p0, a 2 q " 0, for every real a 2 .
Proof. (i) For a 1 ą 0 let s 1 P p´8, 0q be such that tanh a 1 " e s 1 . Since f is Tinvariant and strictly plurisubharmonic, the function s 1 Ñ f pe s 1 , a 2 q is strictly convex. Moreover, the limit lim s 1 Ñ´8 f pe s 1 , a 2 q " f p0, a 2 q is finite. Hence the function is strictly increasing and its derivative e s 1 Bf Ba 1 pe s 1 , a 2 q is strictly positive. As
B r f
Ba 1 pa 1 , a 2 q " 1 cosh 2 a 1 Bf Bx ptanh a 1 , a 2 q , and tanh a 1 " e s 1 , statement (i) follows.
and (ii) follows.
Since such quantity is assumed to be strictly positive and B r f Ba 1 pa 1 , 0q ą 0, it follows that r ą 0. By choosing a 1 " 0 and a 2 ą 0, one obtains that s ą 0.
Next we show that r " s. For a 1 ą a 2 ą 0 one has sinh 2 a 1´s inh 2 a 2 ą 0. Then the positivity of Gf pa 1 , a 2 q implies that r s ą
Consequently, for a 1 converging to a fixed a 2 ą 0, statements (i) and (ii) imply r s ě 1. An analogous argument, with 0 ă a 1 ă a 2 , implies r s ď 1. As a consequence, r s " 1.
The Levi form of a K-invariant function
Let G{K an irreducible non-compact Hermitian symmetric space of rank r. From the decomposition G " K exp a K one obtains a bijective correspondence between W -invariant domains in a and K-invariant domains in G{K , namely
In addition, every K-invariant function f : D Ñ R is uniquely determined by the W -invariant functionf : D a Ñ R, given bỹ
The goal of this section is express the Hermitian form h f p¨,¨q :"´dd c f p¨, I 0¨q of a smooth K-invariant function f on a K-invariant domain D Ă G{K in terms of the first and second derivatives of the correspondingf on D a . This will enable us to characterize smooth K-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic functions on a Stein K-invariant domain D in G{K by an appropriate differential positivity condition on the corresponding functions on D a (see Thm. 4.5 and Cor. 4.6).
Therefore it will be sufficient to carry out the computation along the slice exp aK, which meets all K-orbits.
For z " aK , with a " exppHq and H P a, one has
where F a : p Ñ p is the map given by F a :" π #˝A d a´1 | p , and π # : g Ñ p is the linear projection along k. In particular one can verify that
for P " X α´θ X α P prαs and K " X α`θ X α P krαs, with α P Σ`.
Denote by a 1 , . . . , a r the coordinates induced on a by the basis A 1 , . . . , A r of a (cf. Rem. 2.3(a)).
Then, in the basis of p defined in Remark 2.3, the Hermitian form h f at z " aK P D is as follows.
(i) The spaces a˚a, a˚I 0 a, a˚pre j`el s , a˚pre j´el s and a˚pre j s are pairwise h f -orthogonal. As the form h f is I 0 -invariant, it is determined by its restrictions to the blocks a˚a, a˚pre j`el s and a˚pre j s. The non-zero entries of h f on each of these blocks are given as follows.
In particular, with respect to the basis of a˚pre j s defined in Rem. 2.3pcq, the form h f is diagonal.
Proof. In order to exploit the relation (9), we first compute d c f p r X z q, for X P k and z P G{K. By the K-invariance of f and of I 0 one has
for every z P G{K and k P K. Thus it is sufficient to carry out the computation for z " aK. We first assume that αpHq " 0 for all α P Σ, and later obtain the desired result by passing to the limit for H approaching the hyperplanes defined by tα " 0u.
Recall the decomposition of k given in (1). For all M P m, one has Ă M z " 0, and therefore
Then, by (13) and the K-invariance of f , one has
Finally, in the case of K j P kr2e j s, for j " 1, . . . r (cf. (3)), one has
Next we prove statement (i). Let α and γ be distinct roots with α P Σ`and γ P t0u Y pΣ`zt2e 1 , . . . , 2e r uq, with the convention pr0s :" a. Let P P prαs and Q P prγs. Write P " X α´θ X α , with X α P g α , and
The brackets rC, Ks " prY β , X α s`θrY β , X α sq`prY β , θX α s`θrY β , θX α sq , lie in krα`βs`krα´βs. Since α P Σ`and γ P t0u Y pΣ`zt2e 1 , . . . , 2e r uq are distinct, the spaces krα`βs and krα´βs have zero intersection with ' j kr2e j s. Then the expression (18) vanishes by (15) and (16), and the spaces a˚prαs and a˚prγs are h f -orthogonal, as claimed. By the I 0 invariance of h f , this also implies that a˚a is h f -orthogonal to ' αPΣ`a˚p rαs. This concludes the proof of (i). Next we examine the Hermitian tensor h f on the various blocks.
(ii) The Hermitian form h f on a˚a.
The above expression is well defined also for those H " ř j a j A j with some zero coordinate. Assume for example a l " 0. By the W -invariance, r f is even with respect to the coordinate a l and consequently its derivative B r f Ba l vanishes for a l " 0. Therefore
, and the above quantity smoothly extends to the hyperplane a l " 0, for all l " 1, . . . , r. This concludes the proof of (ii).
(iii) The Hermitian form h f on a˚pre j`el s. Let P, Q P pre j`el s be elements of the basis of Remark 2.3 (b), arising from roots µ, ν P ∆`, respectively, with ν " µ,μ. Then h f pa˚P, a˚Qq " 0, due the fact that for such roots rZ µ˘Z µ , Z ν˘Z ν s " 0, for all Z µ P g µ and Z ν P g ν .
Next, let P, P 1 P pre j`el s be elements of the basis given in Remark 2.3 (b), arising from the same root µ P ∆`. Write P " X´θX, with X " Z µ`Z µ , and I 0 P " Y´θY , with Y " rZ 0 , Xs. Likewise write P 1 " X 1´θ X 1 , with
where K " X`θX and C " Y`θY . By Lemma 2.4(a)(b), the above expression equals´1
In a similar way, one obtains
and, from Lemma 2.4(c), h f pa˚P, a˚P 1 q " 0.
An argument similar to the one used in (ii) shows that the above expressions (19) and (20) smoothly extend to the hyperplane pe j´el qpHq " 0. Moreover the quantities (19) and (20) are strictly positive for the strictly plurisubharmonic potential ρ of the Killing metric of G{K given in Proposition 5.1. Then (iii) in Lemma 2.5 implies that r " s ą 0. Finally, as h ρ pa˚P, a˚P q " BpP, P q, a simple computation shows that r " BpP, P q{b. This concludes the proof of (iii).
(iv) The Hermitian form h f on a˚pre j s.
Let P, Q P pre j s be elements of the basis given in Remark 2.3 (c), arising from roots µ, ν P ∆`, respectively, with ν " µ,μ. Then h f pa˚P, a˚Qq " 0, due the fact that for such roots rZ µ˘Z µ , Z ν˘Z ν s " 0, for all Z µ P g µ and Z ν P g ν . In addition, by the I 0 -invariance of h f one has h f pa˚P, a˚I 0 P q " 0.
In order to compute h f pa˚P, a˚P q, write P " X´θX and I 0 P " Y´θY , with X " Z µ`Z µ and Y " iZ µ´i Z µ (Lemma 2.2 (c)). Then, from (18) it follows that h f pa˚P, a˚P q "´1 sinh 2 pa j q d c f p Č rC, Ks z q,
for K " X`θX and C " Y`θY . By Lemma 2.4 (d)(e), one obtains
Note that the above expression smoothly extends on D a , since B r f Ba j " 0 on the hyperplane a j " 0. Moreover, by (i) of Lemma 2.5, for a j ą 0 one has B r f Ba j ą 0. As in the previous case, one shows that t " BpP, P q{b by computing the above quantity for the strictly plurisubharmonic potential ρ of the Killing metric of G{K given in Proposition 5.1. This completes the proof of statement (iv).
K-invariant psh functions vs. W -invariant logcvx functions
Let G{K be an irreducible non-compact Hermitian symmetric space of rank r and let D Ă G{K be a Stein, K-invariant domain. The goal of this section is to prove a characterization of various classes of K-invariant plurisubharmonic functions on D in terms of appropriate conditions of the corresponding functions on D a (see (10)). As an application, we reproduce the characterization of Stein K-invariant domains in G{K (Cor. 4.8), outlined in [BeDa91], Thm. 3 1 and Thm. 4 (see also [FeHu93] ).
In the smooth case we prove that a smooth K-invariant function f of D is strictly plurisubharmonic if and only if the associated functionf (see (11)) satisfies a positivity condition arising from Proposition 3.1.
Denote by ∆ r the orbit of the base point eK P G{K under the commuting SL 2 pRq's generated by the triples defined in (2)-(3). It is well-known (cf. [Wol72] ) that ∆ r is biholomorphic to the unit polydisk in C r . One has ∆ r " T exp aK, where T -pS 1 q r is the r-dimensional torus in K whose Lie algebra is generated by K 1 , . . . , K r , and exppa 1 , . . . , a r qK " ptanhpa 1 q, . . . , tanhpa 1 qq, for pa 1 , . . . , a r q P a.
The polydisk ∆ r is a "thick slice" for the K-action in G{K, in the sense that K¨∆ r " G{K. If D is a K-invariant domain in G{K, then the Reinhardt domain associated to D is defined as R :" D X ∆ r and D " K¨R .
We will show that if D is Stein, then R is necessarily connected. (It should be remarked that, despite its appellation, a Reinhardt "domain" is open in C r but need not be connected). For a Reinhardt domain R in ∆ r , define the set D " tpa 1 , . . . , a r q P R r : ptanh a 1 , . . . , tanh a r q P Ru, with the property that the image of the map D Ñ R pa 1 , . . . , a r q Ñ ptanh a 1 , . . . , tanh a r q coincides with R X R r . One has R " T¨pR X R r q, with T -pS 1 q r . Given a smooth T -invariant function f on R definef : D Ñ R bỹ f pa 1 , . . . , a r q " f ptanh a 1 , . . . , tanh a r q .
By the T -invariance of f , the functionf is pZ 2 q r -invariant. Denote by LogConv 8,`p Dq pZ 2 q r the class of smooth functions on D which are even in each variable and such that the form defined in (ii) of Proposition 3.1 is strictly positive definite. The next proposition characterizes T -invariant smooth strictly plurisubharmonic functions on R by elements in LogConv 8,`p Dq pZ 2 q r . It is an intermediate step in the proof of the main theorem in the smooth case, but it may be of independent interest in the context of Reinhardt domains. Proof. In polar coordinates pρ j , θ j q , with z j " ρ j e iθ j " 0, one has
One easily sees that, for z j z l " 0, 4 B 2 f Bz j Bz l pz 1 , . . . , z r q " 1 ρ j Bf Bρ j pρ 1 , . . . , ρ r qδ jl`e ipθ j´θl q B 2 f Bρ j Bρ l pρ 1 , . . . , ρ r q . (21)
The above quantity extends smoothly through the hyperplanes z j " 0 (and therefore to the whole domain) whenever j " l, while 4 B 2 f Bz j Bz l pz 1 , . . . , z r q " 0, for j " l and z j z l " 0.
For ρ 1 " tanh a 1 , . . . , ρ r " tanh a r , one has B r f Ba j pa 1 , . . . , a r q " Bf Bρ j ptanh a 1 ,...,tanh ar q 1 cosh 2 a j (22)
Bρ j Bρ l ptanh a 1 ,...,tanh ar q 1 cosh 2 a j cosh 2 a l´δ jl Bf Bρ j ptanh a 1 ,...,tanh arq 2 sinh a j cosh 3 a j , (23) and likewise B 2 r f Ba j Ba l pHq " 0, for j " l and a j a l " 0.
A simple computation combining formulas (22) and (23) with (21), shows that 4 B 2 f Bz j Bz l pz 1 , . . . , z r q is given by
Ba j pa 1 , . . . , a r q`B 2 r f Ba 2 j pa 1 , . . . , a r q˘, for j " l, cosh 2 a j e iθ j cosh 2 a l e´i θ l B 2 r f Ba j Ba l pa 1 , . . . , a r q, for j " l and z j z l " 0, 0, for j " l and z j z l " 0.
Then, for pz 1 , . . . , z r q P R, one has
Ba j Ba l`δ jl 2 cothp2a j q Bf Ba j˘j,l C, where C is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries c jj " # cosh 2 pa j qe iθ j , for z j " 0, cosh 2 pa j q, for z j " 0.
It follows that f is strictly plurisubharmonic if and only iff belongs to the class LogConv 8,`p Dq pZ 2 q r .
Let R be a Reinhardt domain in p∆˚q r and let 
Proof. One has
Bf Bs j ps 1 , . . . , s r q " Bf Bρ j pe s 1 , . . . , e sr qe s j ,
Bs j Bs l ps 1 , . . . , s r q " B 2 f Bρ j Bρ l pe s 1 , . . . , e sr qe s j e s l`δ jl Bf Bρ j pe s 1 , . . . , e sr qe s j . (26) Then, by letting e s 1 " tanh a 1 , . . . , e sr " tanh a r , with a 1 , . . . , a r ą 0, and combining formulas (25) and (26) with (22) and (23), one obtains
Bs j Bs l ps 1 , . . . , s r q .
Hencef P LogConv 8,`p Dq pZ 2 q r if and only iff has everywhere strictly positive Hessian.
Remark 4.3. Let R be an arbitrary Reinhardt domain and let f | RXp∆˚q r denote the restriction of f to R X p∆˚q r . The strict positivity of the Hessian of f | RXp∆˚q r on R X p∆˚q r does not imply the strict plurisubharmonicity of f on the coordinate hyperplanes (and therefore on the whole R). For instance, despite the fact that it has strictly positive Hessian on R X p∆˚q r , the function gpzq " |z| 4 is not plurisubharmonic at z " 0. In contrast, this fact is detected by the vanishing of the form
BaBa`2 cothp2aq Br g Ba " 16 tanh 2 a cosh 4 a , at a " 0, which shows that the associated functiongpaq " tanhpaq 4 does not belong to LogConv 8,`p Rq pZ 2 q .
Let R Ă ∆ r be a Reinhardt domain associated to a K-invariant domain in G{K. In this case, R is also invariant under coordinate permutations, which arise from the Weyl group action on a. If such a Reinhardt domain is Stein, then there are two possibilities:
(a) R intersects the coordinate hyperplanes. Then it is complete (cf.
[Car73], Thm. 2.12). In particular it contains the origin and is connected. (b) R does not intersects the coordinate hyperplanes, i.e. R Ă p∆˚q r .
Then R is logarithmically convex.
The next proposition shows that a Stein Reinhardt domain R associated to a Stein K-invariant domain D Ă G{K is necessarily connected (even when 0 R R), a fact already pointed out in [BeDa91] , Thm. 3 1 .
Proposition 4.4. Let D and R be as above and let f : D Ñ R be a smooth, K-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic exhaustion of D.
(i) If R contains the origin, then R is connected andf has a unique minimum point at the origin of D a . (ii) If R does not contain the origin, thenf has a unique minimum point on the diagonal line ta 1 "¨¨¨" a r u of D a . In particular R is connected. In this case G{K is necessarily of tube type.
Proof. The minimum set of a K-invariant exhaustion function f of D intersects R in a non-empty T -invariant set. Since R " T¨exp D a K, a point H P D a is a minimum off if and only if exppHqK P R is a minimum of f | R , the restriction of f to R . (i) We already observed that R is connected. Assume thatf has a minimum point H " pa 1 , . . . , a r q , different from the origin. Then the restriction f | R of f to the Reinhardt domain R has a minimum point in P " exppHqK. For ε small enough there is a holomorphic immersion ι : ∆ 1`ε Ñ R, z Ñ zP from the disc of radius 1`ε to R. The pull-back f˝ι of f via ι is a smooth strictly subharmonic S 1 -invariant function. Hence it has a minimum point in 0 and, by construction, in 1. It follows that f˝ι is necessarily constant, contradicting the fact that it is strictly subharmonic. (ii) Let H " pa 1 , . . . , a r q be a minimum point off . In this case, all a j 's are different from 0 . As a consequence 2 cothpa j q B r f Ba j pHq " 0 , for j " 1, . . . , r. By pivq of Proposition 3.1, in the non-tube case this contradicts the strict plurisubharmonicity of f , implying that the space G{K is necessarily of tube type. The strict plurisubharmonicity of f along with piiiq of Proposition 3.1, also implies that a j " a k for every j, k " 1, . . . , r. Hence H lies on the diagonal of a. The uniqueness of the minimum follows from standard arguments as in [AzLo93] or by the the following direct argument.
Recall that D log is convex by the Steinness of D. By Remark 4.2, the associated functionf has everywhere strictly positive definite Hessian. In particular its restriction to the diagonal D log X ts 1 "¨¨¨" s r u is a strictly convex exhaustion function. Hence it has a unique minimum, implying thatf has a unique minimum on D a X ta 1 "¨¨¨" a r u .
Consider the following classes of functions:
Since the K-action on D is proper and every K-orbit intersects the slice exp D a K in a W -orbit, it is easy to check that the map f Ñf is a bijection from C 0 pDq K onto C 0 pD a q W . By Theorem 4.1 in [Fle78] (see also [Dad82] ) such a map is also a bijection from C 8 pDq K onto C 8 pD a q W . Define -LogConv 8,`p D a q W : smooth, W -invariant functions on D a such that the form defined in (ii) of Proposition 3.1 is strictly positive definite, -P 8,`p Dq K : smooth, K-invariant, strictly plurisubharmonic functions (i.e. with strictly positive definite Levi form) on D.
Our first result is the following theorem. Conversely, assume thatf P LogConv 8,`p D a q W and r ą 1 . We need to show that the terms in (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 3.1 are strictly positive, the ones in (iv) occurring only in the non-tube case.
For the terms in (iii), without loss of generality, it is sufficient to consider the case r " 2, and H " pa 1 , a 2 q P a`, where a 1 ě a 2 ě 0. Assume first a 1 ą a 2 ą 0. Then ptanh a 1 , tanh a 2 q " pe s 1 , e s 2 q P R˚, where R is the Reinhardt domain associated to D. Let d 0 ă 0 and t 0 ą 0 be real numbers defined by ps 1 , s 2 q " pd 0`t0 , d 0´t0 q.
Denote by SSC (smooth stably convex) those smooth functions with everywhere positive definite Hessian. The functionf , which is invariant under coordinate permutations, is SSC by Remark 4.2. Therefore gptq :"f pd 0`t , d 0´t q is even and SSC. Consequently, for t 0 ą 0, the inequality g 1 pt 0 q " Bf Bρ 1 pe d 0`t0 , e d 0´t0 qe d 0`t0´B f Bρ 2 pe d 0`t0 , e d 0´t0 qe d 0´t0 ą 0 , holds true, which combined with formulas (22) yields the desired result.
Ba l pHq˘ą 0 . Next we need to estimate the terms (iii) of Proposition 3.1, when H lies on the boundary of the Weyl chamber a`. Consider H " pa, aq , with a " 0. Set tanh a " e d 0 and ptanh a 1 , tanh a 2 q " pe d 0`t , e d 0´t q, and recall that g 1 p0q " 0. Then the corresponding term in (iii) of Proposition 3.1 is the limit 1 2 lim tÑ0
which is positive since cpaq is a positive real number and g 2 p0q ą 0 (g is even and SSC).
If H " pa 1 , 0q P D a , with a 1 ą 0, then the Reinhardt domain R associated to D is necessarily complete and the term to be evaluated reduces to
implying that the function s 1 Ñ f pe s 1 , 0q is SSC (cf. Rem. 4.2). Since R is complete, then lim s 1 Ñ´8 f pe s 1 , 0q is finite. As a consequence s 1 Ñ f pe s 1 , 0q is strictly increasing and so is a 1 Ñf pa 1 , 0q " f ptanh a 1 , 0q. Hence B r f Ba 1 pa 1 , 0q is positive, as wished.
Finally note that for a 1 " a 2 " 0 the analytic extension of our term is given by
which is strictly positive by assumption.
We are left to examine the terms in (iv), which only appear in the non-tube case. Our arguments are similar to the ones used above. By Proposition 4.4, the Reinhardt domain R associated to D is complete. Then lim s j Ñ´8f ps 1 , . . . , s j , . . . s r q is finite. Sincef is SSC, the function s j Ñf ps 1 , . . . , s j , . . . s r q is strictly increasing and so is a j Ñf pa 1 , . . . , a j , . . . a r q. Hence 2 cothpa j q B r f Ba j pa 1 , . . . a r q ą 0, for a j ą 0.
The limit lim a j Ñ0 2 cothpa j q B r f Ba j pa 1 , . . . , a j , . . . , a r q " 2 B 2 r f Ba 2 j pa 1 , . . . , 0, . . . , a r q is strictly positive as well, by assumption.
Consider the (T ⋉ S r )-action on ∆ r , where S r denotes the group of coordinate permutations. As a consequence of Proposition 4.1 one has the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. Let D be a Stein K-invariant domain in an irreducible noncompact Hermitian symmetric space G{K and let R be the associated Reinhardt domain. The map f Ñ f | R is a bijection between P 8,`p Dq K and P 8,`p Rq T ⋉Sr .
Remark 4.7. If R does not contain the origin, then, by Remark 4.2, the condition f P P 8,`p Dq K is also equivalent to requiring that the smooth invariant functionf has strictly positive definite Hessian on D log . D " K¨p R. By the same argument, this equality holds true also in the case when G{K is of tube type and D is any K-invariant domain such that R is connected.
Our next goal is to extend the characterization of smooth, K-invariant, strictly plurisubharmonic functions on D obtained in Theorem 4.5 to some wider classes of K-invariant functions. Namely:
-P 8 pDq K : smooth, plurisubharmonic, K-invariant functions on D, -P`pDq K : functions which, on every relatively compact K-invariant domain C in D , are the sum g`h , for some g P P pCq K and h P P 8,`p Cq K .
In order to do that we need to define the appropriate classes of functions on the associated domain D a :
-LogConvpD a , r´8, 8qq W : limits of decreasing sequences in LogConv 8,`p D a q W , -LogConv 8 pD a q W : smooth functions in LogConvpD a , r´8, 8qq W , -LogConv`pD a , r´8, 8qq W : functions which, on every relatively compact Winvariant domain C of D a , are the sumg`h for someg P LogConvpC, r´8, 8qq W andh P LogConv 8,`p Cq W .
Remark 4.10. piq The class LogConv 8 pD a q W coincides with the family of smooth W -invariant functions on D a for which the form in piiq of Proposition 3.1 is non-negative. One inclusion is clear. Conversely, iff is smooth and the form in piiq of Proposition 3.1 is non-negative, thenf is the limit of the sequencef n pa 1 , . . . a r q "f pa 1 , . . . a r q`1 n ř a 2 j . Hencef belongs to LogConv 8 pD a q W . In particular
piiq The class P`pDq K coincides with the family of functions which are locally the sum of some g plurisubharmonic and h smooth strictly plurisubharmonic, i.e. the strictly plurisubharmonic functions according to [Gun90] , Def. 1, Sect. L, p. 118. Indeed, assume that f is strictly plurisubharmonic according to such definition. Choose a K-invariant, smooth strictly plurisubharmonic function ψ on D and let C be a relatively compact K-invariant domain of D. Then there exists ε ą 0 such that f´εψ is plurisubharmonic on C. That is, f " g`εψ, with g psh and K-invariant on C.
The following lemma shows that all functions in the above classes are continuous. Then there exists z 1 P R close to the origin such that f pz 1 q ă f p0q. By the submean value property and the S 1 -invariance of f one has
For r " 2, an argument analogous to the above one shows that f is continuos on R˚" R X p∆˚q r . We now prove continuity on the coordinate hyperplanes tpz, wq P R : zw " 0 u (on each hyperplane it can be constant and equal tó 8). Assume by contradiction that there exists pz 0 , 0q P R such that lim sup
Since lim sup pz,wqÑpz 0 ,0q f pz, wq " f pz 0 , 0q by plurisubharmonicity and f is continuous on the hyperplane w " 0, there exists a neighborhood B of z 0 in C such that lim sup pz,wqÑpz 0 ,0q f pz, wq´ε{2 " f pz 0 , 0q´ε{2 ă f pζ, 0q , for every ζ P B. By (27), we can choose pζ 1 , w 1 q close to pz 0 , 0q such that ζ 1 P B and f pζ 1 , w 1 q ă lim inf pz,wqÑpz 0 ,0q f pz, wq`ε{2 ă lim sup pz,wqÑpz 0 ,0q f pz, wq´ε{2.
Then, by the submean value property for subharmonic functions and by the T -invariance of f one has lim sup pz,wqÑpz 0 ,0q f pz, wq´ε{2 ă f pζ 1 , 0q ď 1 2π ş 2π 0 f pζ 1 , e iθ w 1 qdθ " " f pζ 1 , w 1 q ă lim sup pz,wqÑpz 0 ,0q f pz, wq´ε{2 .
giving a contradiction.
The above argument also shows that the pluripolar set of f consists of either the origin, or the intersection of R with one of the the coordinate lines tz " 0u, tw " 0u or with both of them. Now we can proceed inductively and obtain the statement for r ą 2.
(ii) By Theorem 4.5, to a decreasing sequencef n of functions in LogConv 8,`p D a q W there corresponds a decreasing sequence f n in P 8,`p Dq K , whose limit f necessarily belongs to P pDq K . The restriction f | R of f to R is a plurisubharmonic T -invariant function. So (i) implies that f | R is continuous and consequently so is the correspondingf in LogConvpD a , r´8, 8qq W , which is the limit of thef n .
Summarizing, the following inclusions hold true
and our complete result is stated in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.12. Let D be a Stein K-invariant domain in an irreducible noncompact Hermitian symmetric space G{K. The map f Ñf is a bijection between the following classes of functions (i) P 8,`p Dq K and LogConv 8,`p D a q W , (ii) P pDq K and LogConvpD a , r´8, 8qq W , (iii) P 8 pDq K and LogConv 8 pD a q W , (iv) P`pDq K and LogConv`pD a , r´8, 8qq W .
In particular K-invariant plurisubharmonic functions on D are continuous.
Proof. (i) is the content of Theorem 4.5. By averaging over K, a K-invariant, plurisubharmonic function on D is the decreasing limit of smooth K-invariant, strictly plurisubharmonic functions (cf. [Gun90] , Sect. K). Then the assert (ii) follows from (i). As smooth K-invariant functions on D correspond to smooth W -invariant functions on D a , the previous argument also proves statement (iii). Finally (iv) follows from the definitions of LogConv`pDq W and P`pDq K , by averaging all the involved functions over K.
Let T ⋉ S r act on ∆ r as in Corollary 4.6. The previous theorem can be reformulated as follows.
Theorem 4.13. Let D be a Stein K-invariant domain in an irreducible noncompact Hermitian symmetric space G{K and let R be the associated Reinhardt domain. The map f Ñ f | R is a bijection between (i) P 8,`p Dq K and P 8,`p Rq T ⋉Sr , (ii) P pDq K and P pRq T ⋉Sr , (iii) P 8 pDq K and P 8 pRq T ⋉Sr , (iv) P`pDq K and P`pRq T ⋉Sr .
5.
Appendix: a K-invariant potential for the Killing metric: the logarithm of the Bergman kernel function.
Let G{K be an irreducible non-compact Hermitian symmetric space. The Killing form B of g, restricted to p, induces a G-invariant Kähler metric h on G{K. In this section we exhibit a K-invariant potential ρ of the Killing metric h in a Lie theoretical fashion. As such a K-invariant potential is unique up to an additive constant (Rem. 5.2), then, up to an additive constant, it coincides with the logarithm of the Bergman kernel function (Cor. 5.3).
In order to define ρ, recall the decomposition G " K exp a K and write an element of G{K as kaK, where k P K and a " exp H , with H " ř j a j A j P a.
Proposition 5.1. Let p ρ be a real valued function satisfying p ρ 1 ptq " cosh t´1 sinh t . Then piq the K-invariant function ρ : G{K Ñ R defined by
is a potential of the Killing metric h; piiq the moment map µ : G{K Ñ k˚associated with ρ is given by
Proof. (ii) Resume the notation of Proposition 3.1. It was shown in the proof Proposition 3.1 that for z " aK one has d c ρp r C z q " 0 , for all C P m ' À αPΣὰ "2e j krαs. Let K j P kr2e j s be defined as in (3). From (17) it follows that d c ρp Ă K j z q "´1 2 sinhp2a j qp ρ 1 p2a j qBpA j , A j q .
(28) As BpA j , A j q "´BpK j , K j q, then (28) and (14) imply (ii).
(i) Define h ρ p¨,¨q "´dd c ρp¨, I 0¨q . Because of the invariance of ρ and of the orthogonality relations proved in Proposition 3.1, it is sufficient to prove that h ρ pa˚P, a˚Qq " BpP, Qq for P , Q both in one of the blocks a˚a, a˚pre j`el s and a˚pre j s.
The Hermitian form h ρ on a˚a. Let A j , A l P a, be as in (2). Then, by (13) and (9), h ρ pA j , A l q "´dd c ρpa˚A j , a˚I 0 A l q "´dd c ρpa˚P l , a˚A j q " 1 sinhp2a l q dd c ρpp Ă K l q z , p Ă A j q z q "´1 sinhp2a l q d dsˇs"0 µ K l pexp sA j zq, where P l P pr2e l s and K l P kr2e l s are defined in (3). By (ii) and (28) such quantity vanishes if l " j. For for j " l, it becomes 1 sinhp2a j q 1 2 d dsˇs"0 sinhp2a j`2 sqp ρ 1 p2a j`2 sqqBpA l , A l q " 1 sinhp2a j q`c oshp2a j qp ρ 1 p2a j q`sinhp2a j qp ρ 2 p2a j q˘BpA l , A l q " BpA l , A l q , where the last equality follows from the assumption p ρ 1 ptq " cosh t´1 sinh t .
Recall that if α P Σ`zt2e j u, then I 0 prαs " prβs, for some β " 0. Let P P prαs, with α as above. Write P " X α´θ X α P prαs, and Q " I 0 P " X β´θ X β P prβs. Define K :" X α`θ X α P krαs and C :" X β`θ X β P krβs. As K j " rI 0 A j , A j s, by (18) and (ii), h ρ pa˚P, a˚P q "´1 sinh αpHq sinh βpHq 1 2 ř k sinhp2a k qp ρ 1 p2a k qB`rC, Ks, rI 0 A k , A k s˘" "´1 sinh αpHq sinh βpHq 1 2 ř k sinhp2a k qp ρ 1 p2a k qB`K, rrI 0 A k , A k s, Cs˘.
From the Jacobi identity, one has B`K, rrI 0 A k , A k s, Cs˘"´B`K, rrC, I 0 A k s, A k s`rrA k , Cs, I 0 A k s˘"
" B`rA k , Ks, rI 0 A k , Cs˘´B`rI 0 A k , Ks, rA k , Cs˘" αpA k qB`P, I 0 rA k , Cs˘´βpA k qB`I 0 rA k , Ks, Q˘"
"`αpA k qβpA k q`βpA k qαpA k q˘B`P, I 0 Q˘.
As I 0 Q "´P , one obtains h ρ pa˚P, a˚P q " 1 2 sinh αpHq sinh βpHq ř k sinhp2a k qp ρ 1 p2a k q`αpA k qβpA k q`βpA k qαpA k q˘BpP, P q.
We are left to check the following cases.
The Hermitian form h ρ on a˚pre j`el s.
Here α " e j`el and β " e j´el . Then for P P pre j`el s, one has h ρ pa˚P, a˚P q " 1 2 sinhpa j`al q sinhpa j´al q`s inhp2a j qp ρ 1 p2a j q´sinhp2a l qp ρ 1 p2a l q˘BpP, P q " coshp2a j q´coshp2a l q 2 sinpa j`al q sinpa j´al q BpP, P q " BpP, P q, due to the identity coshp2a j q´coshp2a l q " 2 sinhpa j`al q sinhpa j´al q.
The Hermitian form h ρ on a˚pre j s.
Here α " β " e j . Then for P P pre j s, one has h ρ pa˚P, a˚P q " 1 2 sinh 2 pa j q sinhp2a j qp ρ 1 p2a j qBpP, P q " 1 2 sinh 2 pa j q pcoshp2a j q´1qBpP, P q " BpP, P q. This concludes the proof of (i).
The following remark shows that, up to an additive constant, the K-invariant potential ρ of the Killing metric h is unique.
Remark 5.2. Let ρ 1 and ρ 2 be smooth K-invariant functions on G{K such that dd c ρ 1 " dd c ρ 2 . Then ρ 1´ρ2 is constant.
Proof. As ρ 1´ρ2 is pluriharmonic and G{K is contractible, there exists a unique holomorphic function f : G{K Ñ C such that Ref " ρ 1´ρ2 (cf. [Gun90] , Sect. K). By K-invariance, one has Ref " Ref˝k, for every k P K, and f˝k´f " λpkq, where λpkq is a constant in iR. Moreover, given h, k P K and z P G{K, one has f pzq`λphkq " f pphkq¨zq " f pk¨zq`λphq " f pzq`λphq`λpkq .
Hence the map λ : K Ñ iR is a Lie group homomorphism and it is necessarily trivial by the compactness of K. Thus f is K-invariant and it is is also invariant with respect to the induced local K C -action on G{K. Since K C acts locally transitively on an open subset of G{K (cf. [Wol72] ), the holomorphic function f is constant and so is its real part ρ 1´ρ2 .
Since the logarithm of the Bergman kernel function is a K-invariant potential of the Killing metric (see [KoNo69] , Vol.2, Exa. 6.6 p. 162 and Thm. 9.6 p. 262), one can draw the following conclusion.
Corollary 5.3. Up to an addictive constant, the smooth K-invariant exhaustion function ρ coincides with the logarithm of the Bergman kernel function.
Example 5.4. As an example, consider the unit disc ∆ " G{K, where G " SU p1, 1q acts on ∆ by linear fractional transformations. Fix the basis of g, normalized as in p3q :
K 1 "ˆi 0 0´i˙, A 1 "ˆ0 1 1 0˙, P 1 "ˆ0´i i 0˙.
Then exp a 1 A 1 K " tanh a 1 " |z|. Choose p ρptq "´ln 1 cosh t`1 , satisfying p ρ 1 ptq " cosh t´1 sinh t . Since BpA 1 , A 1 q " 8, then up to an addictive constant, the logarithm of the Bergman kernel function is given by ρpexp a 1 A 1 Kq "´1 4 log 1 cosh 2a 1`1 BpA 1 , A 1 q " 2 log cosh 2 a 1´s inh 2 a 1 2 cosh 2 a 1 "´2 logp1´|z| 2 q`const .
